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 ABSTRACT 
In the last few decades, many hospitals and laboratories, dermatology uses Advanced Computer Vision System for 
the skin lesions characterization. Skin cancer is increasing in different countries especially in Australia. Early 
detection of skin cancer treatment can cure melanoma successfully, therefore, its curability and presence depends 
directly on removing melanoma in its early stages. Since clinical observations face different problems for melanoma 
detection, the automatic diagnosis can be helpful to increase the accuracy of detection of skin cancer. So, in this paper 
we present an automatic system for diagnosing skin lesions based on digitized dermatoscopy colour images. It 
presents the literature on automatic skin cancer detection and describes the different steps of such process. 
 
Keywords: - Skin Cancer, Melanoma, Skin Cancer Segmentation, Feature Extraction, Skin Cancer Classification, 
Detection. 
 
I   INTRODUCTION 

The body is made up of trillions of living cells. Normal body cell tissues grow, divide, and die in a systematic 
fashion. During the early stage of a person's life, normal cell tissues used to divide faster to allow the person to 
grow. After the person goes to an adult stage, most cells divide only to restore worn-out or dying cells or to 
repair injuries. [1] 
 

 
 
Fig.1 Normal skin lesions and main components[3] 
 
Skin cancer is considered as the most common form of cancer worldwide. The incidence is considerably 
increasing. For example in the US, at current rates, a skin cancer will develop in one in five people during their 
lifetime [2] .Skin cancers can be classified into two major groups which are melanoma and non-melanoma skin 
cancers. This type of skin cancer (non-melanoma) is usually starts in the basal cells or squamous cells. Such 
cells are found at the base of the outer layer of the skin. 
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Fig.2. Illustration of Melanocytic and Melanoma on skin [3] 
 
 Approximately 1,200,000 non melanoma skin cancers develop in the US. The Exposure of the skin to sunlight 
is considered as the main factor behind the development of the most basal and squamous cell cancers. Basal cell 
or squamous cell cancers can be cured if found and treated early. Melanoma is the most dangerous type of skin 
cancer. The WHO approximates that more than 70230 people a year in the world die from too much sun, mostly 
from malignant skin cancer [2] .Early detection of this cancer can help its curability. Melanoma arises from the 
cancerous growth in the pigmented spots. Digital dermatoscopy could give dermatologists a closer look at 
suspicious skin lesions. This, in turn, can help dermatologists to find suspicious lesions in an early step. To 
measure and detect sets of features from dermoscopy images, the computerized analysis of these images can be 
extremely useful and helpful for dermatologists in order to facilitate their diagnosis. Based on images obtained 
by digital dermoscopy, our conclusive aim is to develop an aided-diagnostic system for the identification of 
early stage melanomas [4].This would enable supervised classification of melanocytic lesions. Dermatology 
imaging researchers believe that diagnosis of skin melanoma can be automated based on certain physical 
features and color information that are characteristic of the different categories of skin cancer. It has been 
revealed that the major diagnostic and prognostic parameters of melanoma are the vertical thickness, three-
dimensional (3D) shape, size and color of the lesion. The other features of early melanoma include irregularities 
in the boundary of the lesion, and the appearance of non-uniform pigmentation with a variety of color[4]. 
 
 
II    OVERVIEW 
 
In this paper, we focus on the following problem. We will take a set of infectious skin images. The goal is to 
automatically decide the type of cancer i.e melanoma or non -melanoma by examining various properties of the 
lesion. The automated skin cancer diagnosis is based on (i) extracting information from the images of and (ii) 
examining this information by using either statistical analysis or machine learning algorithms. The skin cancer 
diagnosis consists of four main computational steps: acquisition, preprocessing, feature extraction, and 
classification. The aim of the preprocessing step is to eliminate the background noise and improve the image 
quality for the purpose of determining the focal areas in the image. It also comprises nucleus/cell segmentation 
in the case of extracting cellular-level part of the information. The preprocessing becomes the most important 
yet difficult step for a successful feature extraction and diagnosis. After preprocessing the image, features are 
extracted for further accuracy for the classification of the lesion. Feature extraction indicates on quantifying the 
properties of skin lesion. The morphological features, color, pigmentation and intensity-based features can be 
extracted. Fractal, and/or topological features can be extracted. 

III COMPUTER AIDED DIAGNOSIS       SYSTEM 

Computer aided decision support tools are important in medical imaging for diagnosis and analysis. Prognostic 
models are used in a variety of medical domains for diagnostic and predicting tasks. These models are built 
based on experience which constitutes data acquired from actual cases. The data can be pre-processed and 
expressed in a set of theories, such as that, it is often the case in knowledge-based systems, and consequently 
can treat as training data for statistical and machine learning models. 
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The general approach of developing a CAD system for the diagnosis of skin cancer is to find the location of a 
lesion and also to determine an estimate of the probability of a disease. The first step is to establish a standard 
general scheme of a CAD system for skin lesions. The inputs to the computer aided system are digital images 
obtained by ELM (Electroluminace Microscopy), with the possibility to add other acquisition system such as 
ultrasound or con-focal microscopy. In the first phase pre-processing of image is done that allows reducing the 
ill effects and various artifacts like hair that may be present in the dermoscopy images. It is followed by the 
detection of the lesion by image segmentation technique. Once the lesion is detected, different chromatic and 
morphological features can be quantified and used for classification [5]. Differentiation of malignant melanoma 
images demands very fast image processing and feature extraction and classification. A detailed research study 
is necessary to make the best choice and to set the benchmarks for diagnostic system development and 
validation.  
 
IV   IMAGE ACQUISITION 
 
The first step in expert systems used for skin inspection involves the acquisition of the tissue digital image. 
Unaided visual inspection of the skin is often suboptimal for detection of melanoma. Numerous imaging 
modalities are examined to determine their usefulness in imaging and ascertaining a correct in vivo diagnosis of 
melanoma. These include total photography, dermoscopy, confocal scanning laser microscopy (CSLM), 
ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), optical coherence tomography (OCT), and multispectral 
imaging. Each technique has certain advantage as well as disadvantage. These are now being used to improve 
early detection. In this paper we have focussed on automatic diagnostic system based on digital dermoscopy 
images normally collected from different dermoscopy sector or from dermatologists since it is the most widely 
used. However, we assume that different imaging technologies will further improve the ability to detect 
melanoma at an earlier stage and reduce the trauma of dermatologic diagnosis. 
 
V      PREPROCESSING 
 
The main processing step towards a complete analysis of pigmented skin lesion is to differentiate the lesion 
from the healthy normal skin. To identify the lesion is a difficult problem in dermatoscopic images as the 
transition between the lesion and the surrounding skin is smooth and even for trained dermatologist it is a 
challenging work to identify accurately. It has been examine that dermoscopy images often contain artifacts 
such as uneven ray, dermoscopic gel, black frames, ink streak, rulers, air bubbles, and peculiar features that can 
affect border detection such as hairs, and skin lines and texture surface. These artifacts and extraneous elements 
complicate the border identification procedure, which results in a loss of efficiency as well as an increase in 
computational time. Thus, it requires some pre-processing steps to facilitate the segmentation process by the 
removal of unwanted objects or artifacts and colour space transformation. Many approaches can be used that 
include image resizing, masking, cropping, hair removal (or noise), and conversion from RGB color to grey 
image. It is done to reduce noise and the effect of mirror artifacts. It is meant to facilitate image segmentation by 
filtering the image and enhancing its important features. 
The straight forward method to remove these artifacts is to smooth the image using a general purpose filter such 
mean filters, median filter, Gaussian filter. 
 
VI       SEGMENTATION 
 
Segmentation refers to the partitioning of an image into disjoint regions that are homogeneous with respect to a 
chosen property such as brightness, color, and texture surface. The goal of segmentation is to simplify and/or 
change the representation of an image into something that is more meaningful and easier to analyse. Still now it 
is cited that manual border detection is better than computer-detected borders in order to separate the problems 
of feature extraction from the problems of automated lesion border detection. Yet, for the development of 
automated diagnostic system for skin lesion to identify, it is very important to develop automatic segmentation 
algorithms. As segmentation is an important early step in the analysis of lesion, it has become one of the 
important areas of research and many algorithms and segmentation techniques are available in the literature. 
 
VII    FEATURE EXTRACTION 
 
Melanoma is visually difficult to differentiate from the lesions which are benign. It is important to distinguish 
the most effective features to extract from melanoma, melanoma and to find the most effective classification 
criteria and algorithms for differentiating those lesions. Hence, the next stage of the image analysis process is to 
extract the important features of the image. The purpose of feature extraction is to reduce the original data set by 
measuring certain objectives, or component, that differentiates one input pattern from another. The feature 
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extraction is implemented by measurements on the pixels that represent a segmented object allowing various 
features to be computed. Doctor mainly implement ABCD rule for the automated diagnosis of the lesion. 
A-Asymmetry 
B-Border 
C-Colour 
D-Diameter 
Most moles on a person's body look similar to one another. If a mole or black dot that looks different from the 
others then that has any characteristics of the ABCDs of melanoma and should be checked by a dermatologist 
and it could be cancerous. The ABCDs are important features to consider when examining your moles or other 
skin growths. The features have to significant and of high sensitivity. The ABCD feature extraction is one of 
process to extract the important features. Asymmetry Extraction is used to obtain information Asymmetry Index 
and lengthening index of the object. If the Asymmetry Index value is more than the chances are that the lesion is 
melanoma. Border Irregularity is used to obtain information Compactness Index from the lesion. Extraction 
color change is used to get information Color Homogeneity and correlation between photometry and geometry 
of the object vertically and horizontally. The diameter provides the diameter value of the skin lesion. 
Parameters for the description of dermatoscopic structures and ELM criteria are difficult to find in the article. 
Major issues are involved with the difficulty in relating information as lesion shape, color and texture to medical 
structures which experts are more intimate with. Some of the dermoscopic feature extraction studies include 
globules/ dots, streaks, granularity, and blue-white veil. It is noteworthy that diagnostic systems based on 
extraction of critical high level features show an increase in the diagnostic accuracy of computerized 
dermoscopy image systems. Thus, in addition to general component like area, border, shape, and color, these 
high level aspects should also be integrated in the automated diagnostic system to gain greater clinical 
acceptance. 
 
VII         FEATURE SELECTION 
 
Features selection is a critical step for successfully distinguishing between malignant melanoma, benign, and 
dysplastic nevi. Many aspects may be used, but it is important to select a reasonable reduced number of useful 
features while to eliminate redundant, irrelevant, or noisy features. May be, it is important to make sure that 
there may not be loss of significant information. From the classification state, there are numerous potential 
benefits associated with feature selection: (i) reduced feature extraction time and storage requirements, (ii) 
reduced classifier compound complexity for better generalization behaviour, (iii) increasing the prediction 
accuracy, (iv) to reduced training and testing times, and (v) enhanced data understanding and visualization. 
  
There are many types of methods available for feature selection which includes principle component analysis, 
sequential forward selection (SFS), sequential backward selection (SBS), floating search methods such as 
sequential forward floating selection (SFFS), and sequential backward floating selection (SBFS). All these 
algorithms use stepwise inclusions and exclusions of features into/from the subset of consideration, but they are 
different in the way of strategy of applying them. 
 
 
VIII        CLASSIFICATION 
 
Classification phase of the diagnostic system is the one in charge of making the inferences about the extracted 
information in the previous phases in order to be able to produce a diagnostic about the input image. The most 
prominent representatives of classification are artificial neural network and decision trees. 
 

A. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 
 
Artificial neural network is one of the great vital parts of computing analysis. The ANN consists of several small 
processing units (the artificial neurons) that are highly connected with each other. Information flow in an ANN 
is based after the human brain. The monitoring of an ANN is an iterative process which requires many 
presentations of the training set; the system is said to learn from set of examples. It has conspicuous limit to 
obtain idea from complex data and is used to take out patterns and determine trends that are too difficult to be 
noticed by humans or any other computer skills. 
 
 
 

B. DECISION TREES 
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The decision tree approach belongs to the supervised machine learning methods. It is popular for its clarity in 
constructing, adequate use in decision making, and simple presentation of the methods, which is easily 
understood by humans. This algorithm repeatedly splits the data set according to a criterion that maximizes the 
separation of the data, resulting in a tree-like structure. It does this by identifying a variable and a threshold in 
the domain of this variable that can be used to divide the data set into two groups. The best way of variable and 
threshold is the one that minimizes the disparity measures in the resulting groups. The most common criteria is 
information gain; this means that at each splitting, the decrease in entropy due to this split is maximized. The 
estimate of �(� | �) is the ratio of � class elements over all elements of the leaf node that contains data item �.  
 
XI    RELATED STUDY 
 
Cheng Lu, Muhammad Mahmood, Naresh Jha, and Mrinal Mandal. [6] presented that in the diagnosis of skin 
melanoma by analyzing histopathological images, the detection of the melanocytes in the epidermis area is an 
important step. However, the detection of melanocytes in the epidermis area is difficult because other 
keratinocytes that are very similar to the melanocytes are also present. The author proposes a novel computer-
aided technique for segmentation of the melanocytes in the skin histopathological images. So, in order to reduce 
the local intensity variant, a mean-shift algorithm is applied for the initial segmentation of the image. A local 
region recursive segmentation algorithm is then proposed to filter out the candidate nuclei regions based on the 
domain prior knowledge. To distinguish the melanocytes from other keratinocytes in the epidermis area, a novel 
descriptor, named local double ellipse descriptor (LDED), is proposed tomeasure the local features of the 
candidate regions. The LDED uses two parameters: region ellipticity and local pattern characteristics to 
distinguish the melanocytes from the candidate nuclei regions. 
 
Paul Wighton, Tim K. Lee, Harvey Lui, David I. McLean, and M. Stella Atkins. [7] mentioned that a general 
model using supervised learning and MAP estimation that is capable of performing many common tasks in 
automated skin lesion diagnosis. Author  apply the model to segment skin lesions, detect occluding hair, and 
identify the dermoscopic structure pigment network. Quantitative results are presented for segmentation and hair 
detection and are competitive when compared to other specialized methods. Additionally, leverage the 
probabilistic nature of the model to produce receiver operating characteristic curves, show compelling 
visualizations of pigment networks, and provide confidence intervals on segmentations. 
 
Nadia Smaoui, Souhir Bessassi. [8] stated that in recent years, there has been a fairly rapid increase in the 
number of melanoma skin cancer patients. Melanoma, this deadliest form of skin cancer, must be diagnosed 
early for effective treatment. So, it is necessary to develop a computer-aided diagnostic system to facilitate its 
early detection. So author  proposed the work and  is based on a combination of a segmentation method and an 
analytical method and aims to improve these two methods in order to develop an interface that can assist 
dermatologists in the diagnostic phase. As a first step, a sequence of pre-processing is implemented to remove 
noise and unwanted structures from the image. Then, an automatic segmentation approach locates the skin 
lesion. The next step is feature extraction followed by the ABCD rule to make the diagnosis through the 
calculation of the TDV score. In this research, three diagnosis are used which are melanoma, suspicious, and 
benign skin lesion. 
 
Brian D’Alessandro and Atam P. Dhawan. [9] presented that detecting the early stages of melanoma can be 
greatly assisted by an accurate estimate of subsurface blood volume and blood oxygen saturation, indicative of 
angiogenesis. Visualization of this blood volume present beneath a skin lesion can be achieved through the 
transillumination of the skin. As the absorption of major chromophores in the skin is wavelength dependent, 
multispectral imaging can provide the needed information to separate out relative amounts of each 
chromophore. However, a critical challenge to this strategy is relating the pixel intensities observed in a given 
image to the wavelength-dependent total absorption existing at each spatial location. Consequently, in this 
paper, author develop an extension to Beer’s law, estimated through a novel voxel-based, parallel processing 
Monte Carlo simulation of light propagation in skin which takes into account the specific geometry of our 
transillumination imaging apparatus. Author use this relation in a linear mixing model, solved using a 
multispectral image set, for chromophore separation and oxygen saturation estimation of an absorbing object 
located at a given depth within the medium. Validation is performed through the Monte Carlo simulation, as 
well as by imaging on a skin phantom. Results show that subsurface oxygen saturation can be reasonably 
estimated with good implications for the reconstruction of 3-D skin lesion volumes using transillumination 
toward early detection of malignancy. 
 
Huiyu Zhou,Gerald Schaefer,Abdul H.Sadka,, and M. Emre Celebi.[10] mentioned that image segmentation is 
an important task in analysing dermoscopy images as the extraction of the borders of skin lesions provides 
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important cues for accurate diagnosis. One family of segmentation algorithms is based on the idea of clustering 
pixels with similar characteristics. Fuzzy c-means has been shown to work well for clustering based 
segmentation, however due to its iterative nature this approach has excessive computational requirements. 
Author introduce a new mean shift based fuzzy c-means algorithm that requires less computational time than 
previous techniques while providing good segmentation results. The proposed segmentation method 
incorporates a mean field term within the standard fuzzy c-means objective function. Since mean shift can 
quickly and reliably find cluster centres, the entire strategy is capable of effectively detecting regions within an 
image. Experimental results on a large dataset of diverse dermoscopy images demonstrate that the presented 
method accurately and efficiently detects the borders of skin lesions. 
 
CostantinoGrana,GiovanniPellacani,RitaCucchiara, and Stefania Seidenari. [11] presented that the aim of study 
was to provide mathematical descriptors for the border of pigmented skin lesion images and to assess their 
efficacy for distinction among different lesion groups. New descriptors such as lesion slope and lesion slope 
regularity are introduced and mathematically defined. A new algorithm based on the Catmull–Rom spline 
method and the computation of the gray-level gradient of points extracted by interpolation of normal direction 
on spline points was employed.  
 
Ilias Maglogiannis and Charalampos N. Doukas, [12] stated that during the last years, computer-vision-based 
diagnosis systems have been used in several hospitals and dermatology clinics, aiming mostly at the early 
detection of skin cancer, and more specifically, the recognition of malignant melanoma tumour. The author 
review the state of the art in such systems by first presenting the installation, the visual features used for skin 
lesion classification, and the methods for defining them. Then, they describe how to extract these features 
through digital image processing methods, i.e., segmentation, border detection, and color and texture processing, 
and we present the most prominent techniques for skin lesion classification. The paper reports the statistics and 
the results of the most important implementations that exist in the literature, while it compares the performance 
of several classifiers on the specific skin lesion diagnostic problem and discusses the corresponding findings. 
 
Amir Reza Sadri, Maryam Zekri, Saeed Sadri, Niloofar Gheissari, Mojgan Mokhtari, and Farzaneh 
Kolahdouzan. [13] mentioned a new approach for the segmentation of skin lesions in dermoscopic images based 
on wavelet network (WN). The WN presented here is a member of fixed-grid WNs that is formed with no need 
of training. In this WN, after formation of wavelet lattice, determining shift and scale parameters of wavelets 
with two screening stage and selecting effective wavelets, orthogonal least squares algorithm is used to calculate 
the network weights and to optimize the network structure. The existence of two stages of screening increases 
globality of the wavelet lattice and provides a better estimation of the function especially for larger scales. R, G, 
and B values of a dermoscopy image are considered as the network inputs and the network structure formation. 
Then, the image is segmented and the skin lesions exact boundary is determined accordingly.  
 
Margarida Silveira,, Jacinto C. Nascimento, Jorge S.Marques, André R. S. Marçal,Teresa Mendonça, Syogo 
Yamauchi, Junji Maeda, and Jorge Rozeira. [14] presented six methods for the segmentation of skin lesions in 
dermoscopic images. This set includes some state of the art techniques which have been successfully used in 
many medical imaging problems (gradient vector flow (GVF) and the level set method of Chan et al. [(C-LS)]. 
It also includes a set of methods developed by the authors which were tailored to this particular application 
(adaptive thresholding (AT), adaptive snake (AS), EMlevel set [(EM-LS), and fuzzy-based splitand- merge 
algorithm (FBSM)]. The segmentation methods were applied to 100 dermoscopic images and evaluated with 
four different metrics, using the segmentation result obtained by an experienced dermatologist as the ground 
truth. The best results were obtained by the AS and EM-LS methods, which are semi-supervised methods. The 
best fully automatic method was FBSM, with results only slightly worse than AS and EM-LS. 
 
S.Mohammad Seyyed Ebrahimi, Hossein Pourghassem, Mohssen Ashourian. [15] presented that dermoscopy is 
one of the major imaging techniques used in diagnoses of Melanoma and other skin diseases. Because of 
difficulties and subjectivity of human interpretation, automatic and computerized analysis of dermoscopic 
images has opened an important research area. Skin lesion detection is as the first step in this analysis. Finding 
an optimal threshold for segmenting the lesion is a severe task in image processing. Different methods for 
thresholding already exist. In this work, author use a combination of well-known thresholding methods and fuse 
them by Sarsa Reinforcement algorithm which leads to a reinforced threshold. The reinforced agent learns 
optimal weights for different thresholding methods and finally segments the dermoscopic image with optimal 
threshold. A reward function is designed for achieving the similarity ratio between the binary output image and 
original gray level image and calculating reward/punish signal which should be exerted to reinforced agent. We 
use three thresholding methods for combination in the reinforced agent and the detected lesions are compared 
with the ground-truth which is determined by three different dermatologists. 
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Margarida Ruela, Catarina Barata, Teresa Mendonca, Jorge S. Marques. [16] mentioned that the role of shape in 
the detection of melanomas in dermoscopy images. The contribution of shape-related features was assessed by 
developing a Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) system whose classification is solely based on this type of 
features. Four shape descriptors were used, first separately and then simultaneously, to describe the 
images. Image segmentation was performed both manually, by an expert, and automatically, by using an 
Adaptive Thresholding algorithm. The best performances were SE = 92% and SP = 74%, obtained for manually 
segmented images, and SE = 92% and SP = 78%, obtained for automatically segmented images. These results 
were achieved by combining the shape descriptors and show that shape information plays an important role in 
melanoma detection. Furthermore, no degradation was observed when automatic segmentation methods are 
used, instead of manual ones. 
 
Harald Ganster, Axel Pinz, Reinhard Röhrer, Ernst Wildling, Michael Binder, and Harald Kittler. [17] presented 
a system for the computerized analysis of images obtained from ELM has been developed to enhance the early 
recognition of malignant melanoma. As an initial step, the binary mask of the skin lesion is determined by 
several basic segmentation algorithms together with a fusion strategy. A set of features containing shape and 
radiometric features as well as local and global parameters is calculated to describe the malignancy of a lesion. 
Significant features are then selected from this set by application of statistical feature subset selection methods. 
The final kNN classification delivers a sensitivity of 87% with a specificity of 92%. 
 
Mariam A.Sheha, Mai S.Mabrouk, Amr Sharawy. [18] mentioned that Melanoma is considered the most 
dangerous type of skincancer. Early and accurate diagnosis depends mainly on important issues, accuracy of 
feature extracted and efficiency of classifier method. This paper presents an automated method for melanoma 
diagnosis applied on a set of dermoscopy images. Features extracted are based on gray level Co-occurrence 
matrix (GLCM) and Using Multilayer perceptron classifier (MLP) to classify between Melanocytic Nevi and 
Malignant melanoma. MLP classifier was proposed with two different techniques in training and testing 
process: Automatic MLP and Traditional MLP. Results indicated that texture analysis is a useful method for 
discrimination of melanocytic skin tumors with high accuracy. The first technique, Automatic iteration counter 
is faster but the second one, Default iteration counter gives a better accuracy, which is 100 % for the training set 
and 92 % for the test set. 
 
 
 
X.    CONCLUSION 
 
Incident rates of melanoma skin cancer have been rising since last two decades. So, early, fast and effective 
detection of skin cancer is paramount importance. If detected at an early stage, skin has one of the highest cure 
rates, and the most cases, the treatment is quite simple and involves excision of the lesion. Moreover, at an very 
early stage, skin cancer is economical to treat, while at a late stage, cancerous lesions usually result in near fatal 
consequences and extremely high costs associated with the necessary treatments. So a skin lesion is diagnosis 
through automated computer aided diagnosis and then it is analysed. If the suspected skin lesion go through the 
diagnosis it might show erroneous results about its being melanoma or not. For this reason, all the measures 
such as image acquisition, image pre-processing, image segmentation, feature extraction, feature selection and 
classification have to be considered to decide whether a skin lesion is melanoma or not. 
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